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PRACTICAL (BICT CREATIVE) ADMINISTRATION IN SMALL SCHOOLS

Today, I would like to talk with you about three s(Acial experiences

that have been going on in one small high school for three years. The

small higN school has a student population of 400. The staff consists of

Sisters and lay personnel. We have fifteen professiocal teachers - ten

Sisters and five lay teachers. We have seven instructional assistants and

four aides: two clarical and two general aids. The school staff numbers

in all twenty-five people - a ratio of 16:1. In terms of professional

teachers only the ratio is 26:1.

For the past three years we have been a member of the Model Schools

Project sponsored by the NASSP. It is within this framework that T would

like to talk about the concepts of large group presentation, usually termed

the motivatianal experience, the small group discussion called reaction

discussions and indenendent study, looked upon as continuous progress,

self-directed learning. We are still learning how to implement these

concepts more thoroughly, but I would like to share with you what we have
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found most successful up to this time.

There is no doubt that the Motivational Experience offers an incentive

tilmension that gTeatly enhances the learning of the student. The key word

of the concept is motivation. We have found that the most effective ways

lie could present our Large Group Instruction in all the nine areas of

human knowledge was by:

1. Combining areas that easily fit together.

2. Creating a team from both these areas to be

responsible on a planned basis for the

motivational experience rather than just

one teacher.

3. Having just one large group presentation daily.

To combine areas that easily fit together, we made these combinations:

Language Arts (English) - Social Studies

Math - Science

Foreign Cultvre - Fine Arts

Practical Arta - Health, Fitness, Recreation

Theology

Since everyone in school takes English and Social Studies that

became the largestisam with seven members. Math-Science, Foreign Culture-
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Yine Arts, Practical Arts-Health, Fitness and Recreation, as well as

Theology, all ended up with four member teams.

Combining the teachers into teams did three beneficial things:

1. Insured that there would be a Motivational

Experience as scheduled.

2. Added greatly to the professionalism of the

presentation since teachers were now performing

in the presence of peers as well as students.

3. Drew on the imagination of the whole team to do

what the presentation was designed to do --

motivate as well as inform. Teachers are anxious

to help teachers since in a short week or so it

would be their time.

kIn pooling ideaa the teachers have made use of the following

poesibilitiea for presentations:

1. The professional teacher herself. Thie is

high risk device since students are apt to

dismiss more quickly those whom they are

accustomed to see. If the teacher chooses to

give the presentation herself, ehe knows before-

hand that it will reauire hours of careful

preparation.
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2. Depend on a movie or film strip, oither with a

recorded explanation or teacher explanation. We

have found that students tend to become bored

with this type of presentation more than any other.

Perhaps this is due to the influence of TV.

3. Obtain an outside speaker. This also has a high

risk element unless one knows the speaker and is

absolutely sure how he will perform.

4. The last is the best from the student's point of

view. This is when students perform for students.

The difficulty here also, is that it rust be well

done. If one is not careful also, the preparation

mill consume hours of student time. Creative

projects the students construct are very good for

motivational experiences. Alert teachers will

remember the good ones and have the students

demonstrate. I may say in passing there is nothing

a student likes better than a creative project.

In a continuous progress individualized instruction atmosphere,

where there is no longer one teacher dominating a class of thirty.five

students, the motivational experience becomes a powerful tool for learning.

The interest rate to attend a large group instruction becomes high among

the student body for two reasons:
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1. They hAlve not been talked at all that day

before this time and

2. They never know whet type of LOX ha2 been

planned for them.

As I have mentioned, in our mchool we have only one Motivational

Experiemce day. I believe there is a paper here that shows the combin-

ation of the LGI's and how they occur on a weekly basis. For instance,

Monday at 830 everything in school stops and all students attend an 131

according to the following schedule:

Math-Science Juniors and Seniors

Language Arts-Social Studies Sophomores

Theology Freshmen

Likewise, on Tuesday there will be three 113P's but they sill occur

at 9130. Wednesday Viers will be three at 10:30; Thursday at 1:00 and

Fridey at 2:00 p.m. As you can imAgine the worst possible times are Monday

morning at 830 and Friday afternoon at 2 p.m. We tell onr teachers,

however, that these times do occur within the school day and we utilise

then as best w* can - just as we did under the traditional regime but

perhaps with greater challenge.



A part of the Trump Program is small group discussion -- these

are usually known as Reaction Discuseions. We have come to recognise

and appreciate these 815 a greet learning device. We have found, however,

that the best time to have the Reaction Groups in order to gieenforce the

Motivational EXperience is to have them immediately after the LOI. The

LOI usually lasts between 25 and 35 minutes. After this the students are

divided iato small groups of fifteen or less. We find this to be a much

better way than postponing the Reaction Discussion until later on in the

day or perhape even the next day ss ue did at first. We have used all

sorts of devices for the small groups:

1. Combining juniors and seniors together, for

instances.

2. Preparing deliberate lists in which one has

carefully chosen a good leader and recorder.

3. Letting the students chose leader and recorder.

4. Allowing them to group themselves with their

friends.

5. Paying attention to a mixed distribution of

intelligence.

In all group discussions following LGI's we require a sociogrom. This is

the specific work of the recorder. Spontaneous discussions that occur as
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the result of groups working together on packet material during

independent study time do not require any formalisation.

Sometimes the presenter of the LGI will prepare a list of dis-

cussion questions. Sometimes she will indicate broad topics to be dis-

cussed. Sometimes she will suggest the group talk, but warr them to stay

on or near the topic. In some of the areas there art not enough staff

personnel to sit in on a group for the complete time. Most teachers move

around until thc groups sre fairly well =der way and then the remaining

time with one group, one tise, another, the next.

Reaction discussions are a powerful way to reenforce information,

better communication and motivate. Sometimets they are complete failures.

It is then that the presenter begins to examine his conscience on the

content and construction of his LGI.

Another way to determine the success of the endeavor is to have

the students at the end of the small group to write a one-sentence critique

on either the small group or the LnI. This also srves as am attendance

check in case one is needed. Students are quite caustic in their comments
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and do not hesitate to uss the word 'boring" wham the LGI has been boring

to them.

Finally, I would like to sey a word about self-directed, continuous

progress learning more widely known as independent study. We do this in

our school by preparing learning packets for the student. Our teachers

literally epend hours on learning packets, but universally they like to

make their own. They are very particular about packet content. Eivh

packet in English-Social Studies, for instance, and in Theology reouires

a creative project at the ond. I may say in Passing that, by far, the

students' greatest interest is in their own creative projects. These

projects are to be directly related to the behavioral objectives which

introduced the packet. Good creative projects are put "on ice" to be

used later for large group motivational presentations.

Each packet has constructed with it, its own particular evaluation

and is weighted according to poirts. For example, we are moving tooarde

three segments in math as a basic minimal essential for one unit of credit.
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A student proceeding at her own rate may perhaps finish only two segments

in a year's time. She receives one point for each segment. Taking up the

next year, she finishes the third segment and receives the umit of credit.

The same idea is used in EnglishSocial Studies with a different point

emphasis. A student receives two points for every one of twelve required

packets for a unit of credit. She could, however, go as high as twenty

six or twentyeight points in a year's time.

Finally, we have experimented with students pursuing their own

interests and writing their own packets at the last quarter of the school

year. This has aany beneficial overtones:

1. Students learn how difficult it is to
write a packet.

2. Re must coratruct good behavioral objectives.

3. He must research his topic in-depth for

bibliography and suggested activities.

The accomplishment of his packet on his own

initiative has sustained his interest and has

given a feeling of pride.
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On the whole I am convinced that ottr students use their independent

tine well. This is because each student is given a definite idea of what

is xpected in terms of basic minimal ssentials for her. She is also

given a definite time in which a teacher could normally expect the work

to be finished in terns of the individual's ability. At times it becomes

necessary or beneficial for a student to spend more time in a particular

resource center than her schedule calls for. A permanent change (two days

or more) requires consultation of teacher adviser with the subject teacher

plus a notification to the office. A schedule change on a day basis is

done through the office. A atuient applies for a schedule change slip in

the office before school. It is signed by one of the administrative officials.

The student ne:ct takes it to the resource area which she wishes to omit for

the day. It is signed by an official there. This is to guarantee that the

student is completing the basic minimal essentials and can spare the time.

Next. it is taken to the resource area where the student bri:;hes to go say at

10:30. The official there signs it, provided she knows that the resource

area will not be overcrowded and that there vill be sufficient materials

to work with. Finally, the pass is brought back to the office where it



stays on file.

We have noticed that students in a resource center tend to group

themselves with their intellectual peers. Althaugh in our school we have

a silent independent study room those who go in there most often are the

Phase four and five students. The slower students most often seek the

security of the group.

Finally, If I may say a word about principals themselves. Con-

stantly every day we deal with people, program and structure. By far

the moat difficult in my opinion are the faculty people. One has to

forget his awn feelings and be a good listener. Forget his own ideas and

be a staunch encourager. Be alert and ahead of anything that a faculty

member may propose -- even perhaps having proposed it a good year ahead

of time before it takes root. One must be on tope of new movements --

even try implementing them oneself before expecting a faculty member to

be successful. In my caae it would be to give an LGI occasionally to

learn how difficult it is. To move about as consultant in a small group
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to learn how to speak and how to keep silent. To write a subject packet

with plenty of interesting activities. To move about in a resource area

to recognize the daily challenge of a resource person.

In short, according to Dr. Trump's idea there can be no ivory tower.

Three-fourths of the time used in actual school activity is not too much if

youlthe principal, are going to run a good school and keep out in front.

Perhaps I haven't given you any new ideas. I realize that many of

these concepts are "old hat" now, at least in theory. I have not talked

about school facilities although we are fortunate enough to have those we

need to carry out our program.

In the last analysis, I believe that the role of the principal is

one of leader, but that the mark of leadership is the ability to accept

all those, one has been given to lead.

We have been asked many times by our visitors if we like the Model

Schools Program. They ask if we ever think of going back. The answer to

that is an emphatic sno" even though this type of achool is much harder on

the staff. But the gains outweigh the disadvantages. The evident ones in

-5 3
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my school are:

1. A much more alert and professional staff.

2. A happy and contented student body. Kase of

tension because of new type of evaluations has

been especially beneficial.

3. Better learning situations and in the long run

more learning.

4. Parental pleasure.

For the first time in their lives school for many students has become a

.happy experience. Now it is also an interesting and mind-stretching place.

Mr. John M. Jenkins, princloal of Wilde Lake High School, Columbia,

Maryland and a member of the MSP, in the February, 1972 NASSP Bulletin says:

"There is probably no more chAllenginv position in America today

than the secordary school principalshin. Either we stand the heat or get

out of the kitchen. Far too long we have reacted to change when it hap-

pened rather than exercise our leadership to bring the change to fruition.

The school can make a difference in the lives of its students, but only

when the principal realizes that he is indeed the principal teacher. His

actions speak more loudly than 100 lines of copy. The tone of the school

is his creationl"


